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Thoughts on finding your happy place moving 

forward…  

As a quintessential Pisces, water is where I return for 

hope, positivity, peace, and freedom.  This is a photo 

from my trip to Croatia to celebrate turning 40. -- Joey 

Clark Musical Theatre 

 

 
 

SONG OF GOOD HOPE 

by Glen Hansard -–shared by Paul Coate, Musical Theatre 

If we're gonna make it 

'Cross this river alive 

We need to think like a boat 

And go with the tide 

And I know where you've been 

It's really left you in doubt 

Of ever finding a harbor 

Of figuring this out 

And you're gonna need 

All the help you can get 

So lift up your arms now 

And reach for it 

Reach for it 

And take your time babe 

It's not as bad as it seems, you'll be fine babe 

It's just some rivers and streams in between 

You and where you wanna be 

And watch the signs now 

       You'll know what they mean, you'll be fine now 

       Just stay close to me and make good hope 

       Walk with you through everything 

                           May the song of good hope 

                           Walk with you through everything 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

them may be here right now. Some may be far 

away…but wherever they are, if they've loved you 

and encouraged you and wanted what was best in life 

for you, they're right inside yourself. And I feel that 

you deserve quiet time on this special occasion to 

devote some thought to them. So let's just take a 

minute in honor of those who have cared about us all 

along the way. One silent minute.  Whomever you've 

been thinking about, imagine how grateful they must 

be that during your silent times you remember how 

important they are to you. It's not the honors and 

the prizes and the fancy outsides of life which 

ultimately nourish our souls. It's the knowing that we 

can be trusted, that we never have to fear the truth, 

that the bedrock of our lives from which we make 

our choices is very good stuff. --Mr. Rogers (as in The) 
 

You never really stop growing. Right when you 

think, “Oh, I’ve got this life thing figured out”, 

something hits and you’re in survival mode again. 

So, embrace struggle--it’s when you grow the 

most. Failure isn’t when you fall, it’s when you 

don’t get back up. Try (nearly) everything at least 

once, and love the people around you with 

unconditional compassion. Turn off your 

technology and explore the world every so often. 

Breathe in the fresh dew air of a spring morning 

instead of liking a photo of it on Instagram. Saying 

hello to a stranger is harder than a friend request 

but the pay-off is infinitely greater. Make that pad 

thai yourself instead of just pinning it. Finally: 

prioritize sleep, exercise, and good food. Wear 

sunscreen. I cannot wait to see how you will 

shape the world that awaits us. --Zachary D. Flessert 

(former SPCPA Science teacher) 

 

 

 

 

I'd like to give you all an 

invisible gift. A gift of a silent 

minute to think about those 

who have helped you become 

who you are today.  Some of  
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“…We have a chance to make a difference.  Art has taught us how 

to be socially aware, critical thinkers.  This is a skill that will benefit 

us throughout our entire lives…let us try to change our world for 

the better…always practice compassion and kindness to 

others…Keeping that open mind and open heart will bring us 

countless opportunities… whatever you do in life do it with 

passion. ”  --Sam Mistry 2015 
 

“Push-ups.  The motion of dropping to the ground and pushing 

yourself back up.  Life is a huge push-up.  As a nation of artists (we) 

are all on the downside of that push-up right not.  Remember, just 

like the wands in Harry Potter, (artists) may not choose the life, the 

life may choose you.  When you’ve fallen on that floor, take a 

second to lay there, but push yourself up.  No matter what you do 

or wherever you go, always be ready for another repetition.”  --
Naveh Shavit-Lonstein 2017  
 

“Change is necessary, though it sucks while it is happening.  I 

encourage you, though, to think about this – if it weren’t for 

_______, we wouldn’t have pretty much all of these incredible 

_______ that are here right now.  That means that you wouldn’t 

have been able to build relationships, grow your network, create 

memories, or gain the skills you’ve learned without 

______________.” -- Aniya Spears 2018 

 

 

 

 

Looking for a tangible way to create 

connection and spread joy this summer? 
 

Dance Department instructor Laura Selle 

Virtucio shared this idea… 
 

My son and I have been creating bright cards 

and sending them to family and friends. We ask 

each person a special question and hope for a 

response! The last question that my 6-year-old 

asked our older friends and family was, "What 

did you like to do when you were my age?" We 

enjoy hearing new stories from people we love 

and learning about their memories!  :) 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 

 

Thoughts from SPCPA alumni…  
 

It's okay to cry. Take a moment. Shed 

the tears. Pick yourself up, and live 

again.  -- Kennadi Hurst 2013 
 

“…we learn to ask ‘why?’...to see first 

how the world works and then to put 

forth our own response or 

contributions to it…we have learned 

to roll with the punches…we have 

experienced changes in the people 

around us…we have received the gift 

of knowing that no act of kindness, 

however small, is ever wasted 

…through thick and thin, what will 

remain is the empathy we have 

realized and the convictions we now 

hold---the belief that our work and 

our lives are meaningful.”  -- Chance 

Gilliam 2015 
 


